Hot Topics
in Marine mammal science
„Many people think that science is boring and only for nerds – but they probably haven’t
heard of all the amazing opportunities science offers in the marine mammal research and
related fields. Here are some pretty cool examples.“

Tucker, the whale-poop-sniffing research dog
To learn more about whales, their biology, social structures and relationships, researchers need
to get samples to analyse for example, hormones and genetics. In whales, this is especially
difficult because they spent their entire life in the water. For example, we can’t just find and collect
faecal samples like we can with terrestrial mammals. Other methods to monitor their physiology
and biology are much more invasive, such as a skin biopsy. And, because of their thick blubber
layer, tissue biopsies can only be acquired from dead animals. To overcome this problem, a
professor at the University of Washington started to train service dogs, so called “Conservation
Canines”, to guide the researchers on a boat towards the faeces before it gets dissolved or sinks
to the bottom. So, the dogs help the researchers acquire enough scat samples to indirectly test
the whale’s stress levels, reproductive status, genetics and toxicological burden.

Figure 1: Tucker, a Conservation Canine who helps collect whale scat samples © Center for Conservati
on Biology

Watch a clip of Tucker and the team as they locate whale scat on the BBC Two’s Natural World:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p01jwz1j (in English)
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Drones
To study whales without disturbing them, a fairly new research method is filming marine mammals
with drones, from a safe distance so that the animals are not aware of the flying object and go
about their daily business as usual. This technique can give researchers more insight on social
behaviour, interactions, group compositions and swimming patterns.

Figure 2: Studying feeding behaviours and social units through the use of drones, © Norwegian Orca
Survey

Watch a really cool clip of orcas using tail slapping for feeding in Norway:
https://www.facebook.com/norwegianorcasurvey/videos/1271162312951287/
Another innovative way of using drones is to collect samples with them. With every exhale whales
expel lung lining cells, which can be analysed for viruses and bacteria, DNA, and environmental
toxins in the whale’s system. To collect these crucial blow samples, custom-built drones, so called
“SnotBots”, operated by researchers hover above a surfacing whale and collect the blow (or snot)
exhaled from its lungs. Here is an extended interview with Ocean Alliance CEO Iain Kerr and Sir
Patrick Stewart about Snotbot: https://shop.whale.org/pages/snotbot

Figure 3: Snotbots: custom-built drones collecting blow samples exhaled from the whale’s lungs, ©
Ocean Alliance
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Animal tagging
There is currently a rapid development of miniature GPS, video and/or acoustic tags, which can
be deployed through suction cups. Such tags can give insight into the animals’ behaviour underwater by recording three dimensional movements, vocalizations and background noise, heart
rate, location, depth and environmental parameters such as temperature and salinity, et cetera
(http://cascadiaresearch.org/kws/dtagging.htm). In this way we are able to find out how marine
mammals move and feed underwater in great

Figure 4: Tagged harbour porpoise and harbour seal, © ITAW

Camera tags can give us insight into the family life and foraging behaviour of marine mammals.
Combined with other innovative research methods, like drone footage for example, these devices
can give new insight on foraging behaviour, social structures and habitat use of these
difficult-to-study mammals.
Watch a video from an orca’s perspective:
https://www.facebook.com/norwegianorcasurvey/videos/1191744200893099/

Figure 5:

A whale's eye view of Antarctica, © Ari Friedlander / WWF-Australia
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Information for teachers and educators:
These are good topics for student presentations. There are many more interesting studies going
on worldwide, and students can collect ideas and explore (internet search) which current topic
they want to explore and present to their class. If students have their own study ideas, they could
also try to develop a study outline, including experiments and gear.
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